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- Stable double column structure
- Four section MS perforated platform
- Removable ABS head and foot panel
- Electric and manual CPR
- Auto-Counter
- One button chair position
- One button lying flat position

Main Features

YA-D6-1 is MEDIK's new generation ICU bed. It’s unique and stable double-column structure, excellent bed 
position adjustment performance and simple,modern appearance bring new choices to medical care industry,with 
a variety of one-button operations and humanized designs such as alarms can bring a safer and more convenient 
care process.

Overall size

Lying surface size

Back section 

Knee section 

Foot section up/down

Height adjustment

Trendelenburg

Revere- Trendelenburg

Bed surface extension,manuallly

Safe working load

Castor

2150*1050*500-900mm

1950*860mm

0-70°±5°

0-33°±3°

+10°~-18°

500-900mm

0-15°±2°

0-15°±2°

0-100mm

230kg

Dia 125mm

Technical parameter

- Tilt CPR
- Individual locking function for every set of button
- Warning light when the bed is not in the lowest position
- Castor with no brake alarm
- Battery backup
- Night light
- Four provision for IV pole



More details

Four split side rails,tuck-away 
type,adjusted through the buckle.

Angle display on the side rail,can 
indicate the adjustment angle of the 
bed.

Side rail Angle display
humanized designed weighing scale 
display which can be rotated and easy 
to use,kg and pounds can be switched.

Weighing scale display
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Height ,back ,leg and foot section can be adjusted by 
electric motor.

Section adjustment

Trendelenburg Reverse trendelenburg



Double column structure, stable and 
easy to clean.

Manual CPR function on both sides of 
the bed for quick release.

Column structure Manual CPR function
The night light is soft and can provide 
illumination for patients and medical 
staff at night.

Night light

Four dia 125mm central brake castors, 
can be accessible from any sides of 
the bed,with guidance function and no 
brake alarm.

Castors
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Four bumper castors to protect the bed 
during transport. Head and foot panel are removable for 

emergencies.

Four provision for IV pole.
Bumper castors Removable head and 

foot panel
IV pole 



ABOUT US

YOU TUBE MEDIK

Zhangjiagang Medi Medical Equipment Co.,ltd, founded in 1995, with more than 20 years experience in 

developing hospital furniture, is one of the largest manufacturer of hospital bed, patient stretcher, medical 

cart and other related hospital furniture in China or even Asia.

Through scienti�c management complying with ISO9001&ISO13485, by adopting advanced facility like 

Germany TRUMPF CNC, Japan OTC Robot Welding, Auto-power coating line with Swiss GEMA gun , 

Medi focuses on providing brand quality product with CE approval.

Headquartered in Zhangjiagang nearby Shanghai, with subsidiary oversea of�ces in Hungary, Dubai, 

Thailand, New Zealand, Kenya, Colombia, Medi acting professionally and swiftly for both pre-sales and 

after-sales.The products are widely accepted by global clients, such as UK RIE hospital, UNIVERZITETNI 

KLINICNI CENTER, Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Singapore National University Hospital etc.
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